
RENAULT KWID
personalization



The  Renault KWID is even more loaded and stylish. 
Here’s a range of accessories to give it your personal 
touch and take it to the next level. The range of 
accessories further enhances its eye-catching looks, 
increases utility and improves safety. Choose from a la 
carte add-ons and smart packs to make the perfect 
style statement, and upgrade your KWID.

What’s more, all accessories are covered by standard 
warranty terms and can be financed with your vehicle 
purchase when you use Renault financial services. 

Go ahead, discover more ways to command attention.
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8.  Roof Rail
   Gives your Renault KWID a true SUV look.

9.  Car Cover  
   Offers excellent protection from external /    
   environmental factors  and fits the car     
   perfectly.

10.Fender Cladding
   Protects your vehicle from minor scratches
   and  dings while enhancing its profile.
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exterior
add your personal touch to the stylish
exteriors with these add-ons.

1.   Wind deflector
   Enhances the exterior’s appeal while  
   protecting from rain and wind while driving 
   with window partially down.
   1.1  with chrome insert
   1.2  black

2.  Bumper corner protector  
       Protects the corners from minor scratches 
   and dings while enhancing the car’s look.
   2.1  with chrome insert
   2.2  black

3.  Alloy wheel
   For greater strength and an elevated appeal.
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4.  Mud Flap
   Protects your car from
   dirt thrown into
   the air by the tyres.

5.  Body Side Cladding 
   Protects your vehicle from 
   minor scratches and dings
   while enhancing its profile.

6.  Spoiler
   Adds a touch of flair to the car’s rear
   and enhances the car’s performance.
   6.1.  without LED
   6.2.  with LED

7.   Lower Door Cladding
   Protects your vehicle from 
   minor scratches and dings 
   while enhancing its profile.
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exterior

add your personal touch to the stylish
exteriors with these add-ons.

11. Chrome Contour Parts
    Add a dash of style to your car
        with chrome accents.
    11.1 Front Grille Chrome Insert  
    11.2 Bumper Chrome Garnish
    11.3 DRL Chrome
    11.4 Head Lamp Chrome
    11.5 Front Grille Chrome Garnish
        11.6 Rear Bumper Chrome Strip 
        11.7 Tail Lamp Chrome
        11.8 Tailgate Chrome
        11.9 Window Frame Kit
        11.10 ORVM Chrome
        11.11 Door Handle Chrome
        11.12 Door Handle Chrome with base
        11.13 Exhaust Finisher

electrical

make your KWID look even more
dynamic or enhance its safety.

1.    Puddle Lamp
    Lights up while you alight from the car &
       helps spot puddles.

2.   Front Parking Sensors
   Helps parking easily even in the tightest spots.

3.  Illuminated Scuff Plate
    The illuminated logo gives the interiors
       a sophisticated edge along with an increased
        protection to the paint

4.  Ambient Light
   Light up the interiors of the car and express your
   personal style.

5.  ORVM Blinker
   Enhances safety while  providing a unique style 
       statement.

6.  Under Body Light
   Gives a glow under the car’s body and makes
   it stand out.

  



interior
enhance the stylish interiors with these trendy
accessories.

1.    Seat Covers
     Covers that add to the interiors while preserving
      the comfort of the company-fitted seats.
      1.1 Vinyl with Silver & Red Accentuation
      1.2 Vinyl Perforated with White Accentuation
      1.3 Vinyl Quilted with Silver Accentuation
      1.4 Vinyl + Velvet with Red & White Accentuation
      1.5 Vinyl with Fine Lines & Silver Accentuation
      1.6 Vinyl with Quadra Red Accentuation

2.  Cabin Floor Mats
       Tailored to fit the contours of your KWID, these
       stylish mats protect  your original carpet from the
       wear and tear of daily usage.
       2.1  Carpet Mat
       2.2 3D Mat
       2.3 Designer Mat
       2.4 PVC Black
       2.5 PVC Transparent

3.  Steering Wheel Cover
       These covers are designed to offer you
     better grip and superior driving comfort.
       3.1 Red Highlight
     3.2 Red Surround
       3.3 Silver Surround

4.  Gear Bezel Chrome
       Adds more style to the interiors

5.  Sun Blind
       Keeps the interiors safe from the sun 
       and helps reduce the temperature inside

6.  Day and Night IRVM with anti-glare
        These rear-view mirrors can be adjusted to reduce 
      headlight glare from vehicles behind.

accessories packs
smart collections created for your varying needs

SUV PACK CHROME PACK

FENDER CLADDING

SPOILER

BODY SIDE CLADDING

ROOF RAIL

FRONT GRILLE CHROME INSERT

FRONT BUMPER CHROME

HEAD LAMP CHROME

DRL CHROME

GEAR BEZEL CHROME

TAIL LAMP CHROME

REAR BUMPER CHROME

FRONT GRILLE CHROME GARNISH

URBAN PACK ESSENTIAL PACK

CAR COVER

CARPET MAT

MUD FLAP

BUMPER CORNER PROTECTOR

FRONT PARKING SENSORS

AMBIENT LIGHT

ORVM BLINKER

3D MAT

Every precaution has been taken to ensure that this publication is accurate and up to date on the 
date it is printed. This document has been created on the basis of pilot lots and prototypes. As part of 
its ongoing product improvement policy, Renault India Pvt. Ltd. reserves the right to modify the 
specifications, vehicles and accessories described and shown at any time. Such modifications are 
communicated to Renault dealers as quickly as possible. Depending on the country of sale, certain 
versions may differ and certain equipments may be unavailable (as standard, optional or accessory). 
Please contact your nearest dealer for the latest information. Due to printing limitations, the colours 
that appear in this document may differ slightly from the actual paint or upholstery colours. All rights 
are reserved. The reproduction in any format and by any means of all or part of this publication 
without prior written authorisation from Renault is prohibited.

call:  1800 315 4444 for further details, connect on renault.co.in

INFINITY (by Harman) speakers also available
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